
Comments for Transportation Advisory Board Discussion on  
November 13, 2019 

 

Comments Received from Vidya Kale – October 13, 2019 

Since we need to come up with objective measures to estimate the importance of each project on the 
list of 37 total comprising ones that are safety/school related projects, here is my take on the criteria 
which can allow us to gauge their merits.  

Roadway Class / Traffic Count     5 Points max 

I believe these should be combined because in general more important the roadway, higher the traffic 
count. However, the lowest score should be 2 or 3 because in principle every roadway is important to 
those who use it.  

Proximity to School 

I suggest the following scale:  

• 0 to 0.2 miles         5 Points 
• 0.2 to 0.4 miles      4 Points 
• 0.4 to 0.6 miles      3 Points 
• 0.6 to 0.8 miles      2 Points 
• 0.8 and above        1 Point 

This is based on the fact that above 1 mile there is less likelihood of children walking to school. However, 
if there is higher likelihood of students biking for a given project, it should receive a bonus point.  

Cost 

Clearly more projects can be accomplished for a given amount of funding if they are low in costs. 
Therefore, I suggest the following: 

• 0 to $100K            5 Points 
• $101K to $200K    4 Points 
• $201K to $500K    3 Points 
• $401K to $800K    2 Points 
• $800K and above   1 Points 

However, I believe if a given project can be combined with some other major roadway project, then the 
cost should be discounted somewhat because first it will effectively cost less and will have a more likely 
council approval.  

Safety / Speed 

If specific information exists about accident account it will affect the points awarded for this factor.  

Completion of Gaps 

Some projects are intended to fill glaring gaps wherein walking paths suddenly terminate and need to be 
continued. This is subjective but may be important.  



Finally, I did not include school type because I am not sure if we should give importance to specific 
schools. However, it as Lauren indicated there is more likelihood of high school students walking or 
biking rather than elementary students, then this should be considered in the point system.  

I am hoping that after we finalize the system, city staff will be able to fill the spreadsheet allotting points 
for each project. This will make our discussion easier in November. Of course, the first task at hand is to 
finalize the point system. Without such a system (As first initiated by Erica) I see no efficient way of 
prioritizing 37 projects.  

Please review this and add your comments.  

Thanks to all.  

Vidya 

 

Comments Received from Rick Nys – November 3, 2019 

I think some consideration should be given to the proximity within the walking area of the school. I 
believe some schools limit the walking area not just based on distance but on what must be crossed. I 
think it would be worthwhile to consider projects that are within that walking area to be of higher 
importance. 

On that same note, if the walking area includes crossing a busier road, that should be something to 
consider. 

Thanks, 

Rick 

 

Comments Received from Bill Jaursch – November 3, 2019 

Here is another additional suggestion for a point system.  

School Enrollment:  The concept is that the potential pedestrian use is higher for a larger 
population.  This was also influenced by the "Regional Safe Routes to School Framework" which was 
created by Metro.  School Enrollment was used as a Site Analysis Data Attribute.   

The point system (1-5) could rank all ten schools with the point distribution given in groups of two 
schools.  In this case 1 point would be given to the two schools with lowest enrollment up to 5 points to 
the two schools with the highest distribution.  It should be noted that High and Middle schools would be 
rated highest.  Alternatively, school enrollment could also be used as a final deciding factor.  

References:  

• Regional Safe Routes To School 
Framework:   https://www.oregonmetro.gov/sites/default/files/2017/06/01/Safe-Routes-to-
School-Framework-201610.pdf  

• Student Membership Reports:   https://www.oregon.gov/ode/reports-and-
data/students/Pages/Student-Enrollment-Reports.aspx   

Thanks,  

Bill  
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